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You present a very interesting and important topic and I enjoyed learning about the
Weather Stories format used in Spain. This research is well suited for the remit of the
journal.

However, there are couple of things I would like you to address before this manuscript can
be accepted for publication.

Firstly, I am a little confused about the link of the survey – I assume this was done to
show a lack of climate education in the general public/population by using 600 students as
a proxy? The general public doesn’t exist – it is made up of a whole range of people and it
would be beneficial if you would set boundaries around who you want to target with the
Weather Stories approach. When using a group like this to establish a baseline of
understanding it would be good to use a follow-up survey to show changes in their
understanding due to the introduction of the Weather Stories approach. This feels
incomplete.

Ethics: 

I see no reference to the survey having gained ethical approval from any of the
institutions. Ensure you provide ethical approval information e.g., approving committee,
project number linked to the approval. If approval wasn’t sought before the study was
conducted, then the survey results cannot be used in this manuscript and should be
removed. If approval has been sought prior to conducting the survey, please provide the
information.

Missing references



Line 22/23  Please back this claim with relevant references

Line 56/57  Please back this claim with relevant references

Line 30  Possible to add reference to COP 26 here

Line 79           Consider adding more references to back this point e.g. Cooper 2011
https://doi.org/10.1525/bio.2011.61.3.8 , Milér and Sládek 2011

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.sbspro.2011.02.021

 

Line 175  add reference or link back to results that show this

Line 245 to 255       add references to back up claims, facts made in this section of the
paper, even if known these statements have to be back with a reference            

 

Line 256                    is it possible to link to an archive for the Weather stories linked to
Jet Stream coverage or information how these could be accessed – website etc

 

General population / General public

Please revisit the paper and explain who you mean by general population and why you
considered 600 university students to be presentative? Reference to population etc should
be considered with similar caution.



Analysis / Results

I am not sure what the analysis of this paper is beyond the survey to show the climate
understanding of 600 students and the examples given to show the Jet Stream example of
Weather Stories. What is proposed we do going forward? Should researchers adapt this
approach, if so how? Considering there is no analysis or follow-up data included regarding
the students I am not sure how the claim that this format could be successful can be
made. For now this study seems incomplete.

 

Final comment

I hope you are able to work on this approach and make the required amendments, this is
an important topic and the Weather Stories approach is very interesting.

Please also note the supplement to this comment: 
https://gc.copernicus.org/preprints/gc-2021-34/gc-2021-34-RC2-supplement.pdf
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